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INTRODUCTION

Recently, the experts of National Human Genome
Research Institute (United States) identified five
stages on the course from genomics to using its
advances in practical medicine (“from basepairs to
bedside”), which are consecutive and overlap [1]: cat�
aloguing the human genome structure (stage 1, 1990–
2003), studying the genome biology (stage 2, 2004–
2010) as the basis for understanding the biology of the
disease (stage 3, 2011–2020), and then the estab�
lishemnt of the medical science (stage 4, after 2020)
that will considerably improve the healthcare effec�
tiveness (stage 5). According to the experts, one of the
important directions for understanding the genome
and disease biology is the evolutionary context in con�
sidering the advances of genomics, proteomics, and
other “�omics.” 

The importance of the evolutionary approach to
the issues of disease and health has been under active
discussion [2, 3]. The contribution of Russian
researchers (A.N. Severtsov, I.I. Schmalhausen,
N.V. Timofeeff�Ressovsky) in the development of the
evolution theory was highly appraised. This contribu�
tion was again considered in connection with the
appearance of a new field of study, evolutionary devel�
opmental biology, abbreviated as EvoDevo [4].

The significance of the evolution theory for medi�
cine was studied by Russian geneticists of the next gen�
eration, including Yu.P. Altukhov. Altukhov substanti�
ated the concept of the adaptive optimum of genetic
diversity as well as the importance of viewing an organ�
ism as “a developing hierarchical system of popula�
tions of cells and genes interacting in a nonrandom

manner” and formulated the view on “the unity of the
evolutionary and developmental processes” [5, 6].
These aspects, in our opinion, are important for
understanding human genome biology and the forma�
tion of genomes susceptible or resistant to diseases.
The present review deals with the results of investiga�
tions in these directions. 

EVOLUTIONARY MODELS
OF GENETIC ARCHITECTURE

OF MULTIFACTORIAL DISEASES

Genetic architecture of multifactorial diseases
(MFDs) is the number of genetic polymorphisms
affecting the risk of MFDs, the distribution of their
allele frequencies and the intensity of their effects, as
well as the genetic mode of their expression (additivity,
dominance and (or) epistasis, pleiotropy) [7]. Evolu�
tionary genetic analysis of population dynamics fac�
tors (mutation, genetic drift, natural selection), which
that potentially can affect the genetic structure of sus�
ceptibility (genetic architecture) of MFDs, gives a bet�
ter idea of the number and frequency of susceptibility
alleles, helping to establish the optimal strategy of
identification of these alleles. The dependence of ana�
lytical approaches on the distribution of genetic vari�
ants of MFD susceptibility genes is illustrated by the
data presented in Table 1. Note that strategies of iden�
tifying susceptibility genes depend not only on the
proportion of common and rare variants in the popu�
lation, but also on localization of these genes in few
(oligogenes) or many (polygenes) loci. 
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Such MFDs as cardiovascular disorders, diabetes,
cancer, and other late�onset diseases are generally
more common at the post�reproductive age. Conse�
quently, they are probably less subjected to selection.
Traits with complex inheritance and late�onset dis�
eases are more sensitive to changes in environmental
conditions as a result of the accumulation of defects in
homeostatic systems, but they exhibit higher variabil�
ity than the traits directly related to reproductive suc�
cess [9]. Although precise mechanisms maintaining
variation of these traits are poorly studied, three main
groups of them are known [10, 11]. 

First, there are variants deleterious both in the early
life of the organism and later, which consequently are
efficiently eliminated by natural selection, which
explains their low frequencies in populations. The sec�
ond category include variants selectively neutral in the
early life, but with a negative effect at older age, which
means that they are under weak selection and can have
a high population frequency. The third group consists
of variants that are advantageous in the early life but
deleterious later and maintained by selection at an
intermediate frequency. These theoretical consider�
ations on the mechanisms of maintaining the genetic
variation architecture were reflected in hypotheses
(evolutionary models) of biological basis of the dis�
eases with the onset in postreproductive period of the
human development. These include the following
hypotheses: CD/CV (common disease/common gene
variant), MA (mutation accumulation) and AP
(antagonistic pleiotropy), CD/RA (common dis�
ease/rare allele) and CD/FV (common disease/fixed
variant). These hypotheses are described in detail in
literature [9, 10, 12]. 

However, these models of genetic variability should
be verified and alternative hypotheses should be tested.
It is clear with respect to genetic variation of Mende�
lian forms of pathology that each mutation is rare,
mutation diversity is high at each locus, and each
mutation is necessary and sufficient for the formation
of the disease phenotype. For MFDs, the genetic
model postulates that affected individuals are those

trespassing a biological risk threshold, carrying many
“pathological” genes intricately imteracting with one
another and with envrionmental factors. This model
does not explain the existing phenotypic variability of
multifactorial diseases. Moreover, new data (nonaddi�
tivity of gene interaction, “missing heritability”,
involvement of epigenetic mechanisms) indicating the
importance of evolutionary context in considering
genetic variability in human populations have been
rapidly accumulating.

EVOLUTIONARY MEDICINE: NATURAL 
SELECTION AND GENETIC DRIFT

In evolutionary medicine, disease is considered as
the result of a conflict between gene selection that have
occurred in the past and the present�day require�
ments, the inability of our genes to match the modern
lifestyle. Numerous human diseases were analyzed in
this context (see Table 2). One of the earliest hypothe�
ses in this line is related to the explanation of the
increase in the proportion of individuals with excessive
weight and diabetes in modern populations (“thrifty
genes” hypothesis) [14]. Its author hypothesis sug�
gested that the abundance of these diseases in contem�
porary human populations results from positive selec�
tion of alleles responsible for storing carbohydrates as
fat, which is advantageous for survival during starva�
tion. Such “thriftiness” is supposedly deleterious
today, as deposition of fat upon endless consumption
of high�calory food leads to obesity and insulin resis�
tance. This article by James Neel [14] was republished
after nearly 40 years in Bulletin WHO (1999, vol. 77,
pp. 694–703), which testifies to the official accep�
tance and continuing popularity of the “thrifty genes”
concept in the development of obesity and diabetes. In
section “Some Eugenic Considerations” of this arti�
cle, the author argues that, because of fluctuations in
food supplies existing in many world regions, “the dia�
betic genotype should be preserved in the interests of
the humankind.” This means that Neel prefers the
eugenic approach in controlling the genotype to rec�

Table 1. Dependence of Analytical Approaches from the Incidence of Genetic Variants of MFD Genes

Class type Frequency 
of minor allele Use for analysis

Very frequent 5–50% Associative analysis using current association techniques for genome�
wide analysis

Not frequent 1–5% Associative analysis using variants listed in the 1000 Genomes project

Rare (but not particular) Less than 1% Resequencing upon extreme phenotypes as well as analysis of cosegrega�
tion in families

Particular Restricted to probands 
and close relatives

Problematic to analyze except by cosegregation in families. As the evi�
dence for linkage (by definition) will be scarce, the finding will be limit�
ed to most recognizable variants
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ommendations on lifestyle, upbringing, development
of dietary habits, etc. Incidentally, in the late 1980s,
based on the results of his work with South African
tribes, Neel admitted that this hypothesis was wrong
and most data underlying it were currently refuted
[15]. However, after a decade he stated that the “thrifty
genotypes” hypothesis considered with regard to com�
bination of type 2 diabetes mellitus (DMII), essential
hypertension, and obesity would enter the 21st century
as “syndromes of impaired genetic homeostasis” [16]. 

A new view on the Neel’s opinion is presented in
the hypothesis by M. Chakravarty and F. Booth [17].
This hypothesis states that in ancient hunters–gather�
ers periods of overeating and starvation alternated with
obligatory periods of physical activity and rest.
According to these authors, more than a thousand
years ago Homo sapiens developed metabolic pathways

that were adjusted to maintain and coordinate the
overeating–starvation and physical activity–rest
cycles. The modern humans have a different lifestyle,
characterized by a constant excess of food and the
absence of physical exercise, which contradicts the
biochemical cycles programmed by evolution. The
elimination of cyclicity of the corresponding meta�
bolic processes ultimately results in metabolic disor�
ders, namely obesity and DMII (figure).

Some authors critically comment the “thrifty
genes” hypothesis. For instance, one of the criticisms
is as follows [18]: periods of starvation sufficiently
strong to increase mortality occur only once in several
generations. Neolithic mortality was associated with
infectious diseases rather than with body weight. Mor�
tality was high mainly in young children and old indi�
viduals. Therefore, selection in favor of “thrifty” alle�

Table 2. Human diseases in the Evolutionary Perspective [13]

Disease/condition Hypotheses

Sickle�cell anemia (SCA) Individuals homozygous for the SCA mutation develop the disease but heterozy�
gous carriers are more resistant to malaria, which maintains high frequencies of the 
mutant allele in populations

Diabetes mellitus Mechanisms of food storage and use that were optimal and favored by selection in 
primitive populations of hunters–gatherers proved to be disadvantageous in the 
modern era of food excess. The “thrifty genotypes” concept

Food deficit In the course of evolution, humans lost their ability to synthesize some vitally im�
portant substances (e.g., vitamina) and currently depend on obtaibnign them from 
environmental sources

Hypertension “All�or�nothing” response to potentially dangerous stimuli maintained by selection 
in primitive human populations triggered physiological mechanisms that are poten�
tially adverse in the contemporary society

Evolutionarily optimal coordination or synchronization of growth and blood supply 
of target organs in postnatal development is disturbed due to modern tendency to 
overeating 

AIDS Human immunodeficiency virus causing AIDS stemmed from viruses that infected 
other species but later mechanisms of fast mutation were developed, particularly for 
drug resistance or avoiding immune system control 

Cancer Mechanisms of DNA repair and immune control normally controlling cell consition 
in the modern urbanized society become hostile on stimulation by toxins, diets, etc.

Myopia Nearsigntedness leads to considerable selective disadaptation, but modern correc�
tive lenses resulted in preservation of genetic variants predisposing to myopia, which 
led to general eyesight impairment in humans 

Adverse response to drugs Genes of drug metabolism play an important role in utilization of all xenobiotics in 
humas body; they were formed by coevolution of plants and animals, which reulted 
in synthesis of a wide variety of xenobiotics

Resistance to antiphthisic 
drugs

Antibiotics used against the agent of tuberculosis in fact promoted the evolution of 
the pathogen, which generated “escape mutants” that are resistant to modern anti�
biotics 

Asthma Primitive agrarian liestyle promoted the development of the functional lung prop�
erties that could react to and withstand mould and yeasts; in the modern urbanized 
environments with the air containing multiple substances and respiratory irritants 
(pollutants), these features are hyperreactive
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les would be very weak and would not play a significant
role in spreading of these alleles. Incidentally, one of
the highest selection coefficients in humans, giving the
adaptive advantage of 5–10%, is known for the capa�
bility of assimilating milk products caused by persis�
tent expression of genes LCT and MCM6 [19, 20]. The
“thrifty genes” hypothesis for DMII and obesity was
not confirmed in relation to these diseases. Recently,
Helgason et al. [21] showed that a haplotype of tran�
scription factor gene TCFL2 explains 20% of the
DMII risk in Europeans and Africans, but the risk
allele was associated with reduced rather than exces�
sive weight in diabetes patients [21].

Speakman [18] calculated that if the “thrifty”
genes underlying evolutionary beneficial obesity were
under such long�term selection, we would have all
inherited these genes and would have been all obese.
This is obviously not true. Consequently, either obesity
must be under balancing selection, or the alleles of
corresponding genes are spread as a result of other
processes. According to Speakman, this alternative
process is gene drift: the mutant alleles in question are

not selected for, being selectively neutral. This author
termed these genes “drifty genes” and referred to the
individuals who inherited predisposition to the disease
as “losers in genetic lottery.” “All evolutionists agree
that gene drift cannot explain adaptive evolution. But
evolution is not all adaptive” [22].

In any of the above hypotheses of chronic human
disease development, a genetic component, differ�
ently included in the mechanism of the disease
progress, can be traced. A special place among the
“thrifty” hypotheses is occupied by the “thrifty phe�
notypes” hypothesis [23]. This hypothesis assumes the
leading role of the environment in the embryonic
development and growth, which ultimately deter�
mines the adult pathology. For DMII, the hypothesis
suggests the following scenario. Low weight at birth
can be retained during the first year of life, which is
explained by various factors of the nutritional environ�
ment (mother’s diet, her hormonal status during preg�
nancy, placental development). The embryo adapts to
its environment, becomes “nutritionally thrifty,” the
weight of Langerhans islets in its pancreas reduces,

Physical activity 

Provision with food

Abundance–starvation cycle Physical activity–rest cycle

Reduction in glycogen and triglyceride
supplies in skeletal muscles

Alternation of metabolic processes

Energy supply
Metabolic proteins
Blood insulin
Sensitivity to insulin

Gene–genotype selection

“Thrifty” genes and selected genotypes
Preservation of muscle glycogen
Restoration of of muscle glycogen

Provision of survival

Scheme of the putative relationship between the physical activity cycles and metabolic processes that are controlled by “thrifty”
genes and genotypes.
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and its growth decreases. The hormonal and metabolic
status formed in this embryo is inadequate, and some�
times adverse, in the adult life, under conditions of
normal and sufficient nutrition. The low insulin secre�
tion and insulin resistance lead to DMII and obesity,
sometimes mediating their combination with arterial
hypertension and coronary disease.

Gibson [24] formulated the concept of decanaliza�
tion as a specific class of genotype–environment
interaction (“buffering”) for explaining the origin of
some MFDs (DMII, immune diseases, mental disor�
ders) and their growth in the present�day populations.
This concept includes three key notions: stabilizing
selection, cryptic genetic variation, and dramatic cul�
tural changes. 

Millions of years of operation of stabilizing selec�
tion provided not only the optimal average level of
important physiological functions (glucose metabo�
lism, immunoreactivity, cognitive characteristics), but
their strong stability (buffering, canalization). In this,
the authors of the concept, according to their own
statement, follow Schmalhausen and Waddington [25]:
a population is canalized if most individuals of this pop�
ulation cluster around the optimal phenotype. Deca�

nalization in the population is indicated by altering
population risk of the disease examined: this risk should
increase from a frequency of less than 1% in the ances�
tral populations to 10% in the modern community. The
primary source of susceptibility to a chronic disease is
cryptic genetic variation. This variation is revealed,
released and nonlinearly interacts with the environ�
mental factors, which have drastically changed in the
last 100 years (diet, tobacco smoking, pollution, stress).

GENOMIC TARGETS
FOR NATURAL SELECTION

The known number of genes subject to selection in
human populations is over 2?000. However, both their
number and spectrum are different as reported by dif�
ferent authors, while the degree of overlapping is low
(less than 1/3) [26]. This situation may be explained by
using different statistical methods (FST statistics, LD
test, Tajima’s D test, comparison of the synony�
mous/nonsynonymous substitution ratio (dN/dS),
etc.) and methodological approaches for estimating
selection effect (e.g., comparing geneic variation
between human populations or between human and

Table 3. SNPs in genes for MFS predisposition in the evolutionary context

Gene SNP ID Pathology/trait P (–log10)

IL12RB2 
rs3790564 Primary biliary liver cirrhosis 11.1

rs3790567 Primary biliary liver cirrhosis 10.5–11.1

APOB rs693
Chelesterol in low�density lipoproteids 10.5–16.4–21.0*

Total cholesterol 22.0

LPP rs1464510
Gluten enteropathy 8.3–39.5*

Vitiligo 11.0

RNLS rs10509540 Type 1 diabetes mellitus 28.0

FTO 

rs6499640
Body weight index 12.4

Weight 13.2

rs1421085 Obesity 28.0

rs1558902
Waist circumference 18.3

Obesity (extreme) 12.2

rs8050136

Type 2 diabetes mellitus 5.2–12.0–13.2–16.7*

Body weight index 47

Weight 35.3

rs9939609 Body weight index 50.4

rs9941349 Obesity (extreme) 11.2

NT5C2 rs11191548 Systolic blood pressure 23.2

TYR rs1393350 Melanoma 13.7

PIGU rs910873 Melanoma 15.0

* Estimates obtained in replicate studies.
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chimpanzee populations) [26]. Depending on the
analytical approaches chosen, the spectra of selected
genes detected by different authors may mark various
stages of human evolution, from the period of species
divergenence to the present.

Among 50 genes for which strict selection effects
were shown both at the early stages of human evolu�
tion (demonstrated by comparing SNPs between
human and chimpanzee), and for modern popula�
tions, genes were recorded that are involved in the reg�
ulation of the following biological processes: olfaction
(OR2W1, OR511, OR2B2, C20orf185), host–pathogen
interaction (CMRF35H, CD72, PTCRA, APOBEC3F,
GZMH), spematogenesis (USP26, C15orf2, PEPP�2,
TCP11, HYAL3, TSARG1), oncogenesis (HUAL3,
DFFA, PEPP�2, C16orf3, MMP26, FLJ32965), apopto�
sis (PPP1R15A, HSJ001348, TSARG1, GZMH) [27].
Akey et al. [28] assigned to candidates for selection
174 genes, of which 156 exhibited very high Fst values
(inclusion criterion: for autosdomal genes minimum
for one SNP Fst ≥ 0.45; for X�chromosomal genes,
Fst ≥ 0.45), while for 18 genes, the Fst estimates were
very low (inclusion criterion: two SNPs in gene with
Fst = 0 and one SNP with Fst ≤ 0.005). The products of
these genes perform different functions (enzymes,
transduction signals, transcription regulators, etc.)
and are involved in various biological processes (inter�
cellular interactions, cell growth, transcription, trans�
port, development, etc.). Wang et al. [29] listed
112 genes with evident selection signatures, which
were assigned to the following functional categories:
reproduction (7%), host–pathogen interaction
(10%), cell cycle (13%), protein metabolism (15%),
neuron functioning (17%), and DNA metabolism,
including putative transcriptional factors (21%).
These results, as well as the evidence reported in other
studies [30, 31], indicate that many genomic regions
are subject to natural selection.

In spite of certain controversies in the information
on selected genes reported by different authors, it seems
important that for some of these genes (8.0–19.7%

[28, 29]) significant associations with pathological
states and traits were established in GWAS (Table 3).
Selection signatures have been documented for a num�
ber of other candidate genes for multifactorial dis�
eases: ACE, AGT, CYP3A5, GNB3, GRK4, SCG2
(involved in regulation of arterial tension); APOE,
LDLR, PCSK9, SCARB1, ANGPTL4 (lipid metabo�
lism); CAPN10, TCF7L2 (energy metabolism); F7, F9
(blood clotting); IL4, IL4RA, IL13, IL1A, MMP3
(inflammation) [10].

The world population is characterized by high
genetic heterogeneity in SNP frequencies of candidate
genes for common diseases [10, 33]. In some cases,
tenfold and greater interpopulation differences (e.g.,
for allele frequencies of genes controlling the lipid
level) were reported for allele frequencies of 621 loci,
whose genes showed association with complex human
diseases and traits upon GWAS. The gene differentia�
tion at these polymorphisms widely varies among dis�
ease groups (from Fst = 0.067 for attention defi�
cit/hyperactivity syndrome to Fst = 0.164 for cardio�
vascular disease) and among SNPs within one
pathology/trait (e.g., for growth�associated SNP Fst =
0.008–0.504; for those associated with the lipid level,
Fst = 0.006–0.520) [33]. Similarity in allele frequen�
cies is significantly low among populations from dif�
ferent continents (as shown for South Asia, Europe,
Africa) than within these geographical regions. This
concerted variation of allele frequencies in geographi�
cally close population groups may reflect effects of sta�
bilizing selection.

Evidence for the effect of selection on the forma�
tion of genetic diversity was reported for candidate
genes for cardiovascular diseases, involved in six bio�
logical processes: apoptosis, blood circulation and gas
exchange, homeostasis, immune response, and lipid
metabolism [34]. In spite of the fact that statitically
significantly higher values of Fst than those of the
“neutral” distribution were shown for a relatively low
portion of SNPs (1.05–2.09%), the number of genes
involved in different biological processes (excluding

Table 4. Number of genes with high Fst involved in various biological processes (from [34])

Biological processes
Races compared

Total
Negroids–Caucasoids Negroids–Mongoloids Caucasoids–Mongoloids

Apoptosis (147) 20 (13.6%) 32 (21.8%) 17 (11.6%) 46 (31.3%)

Blood circulation and 
gas exchange (13)

1 (7.7%) 2 (15.4%) 0 (0%) 2 (15.4%)

Blood coagulability (40) 7 (17.5%) 6 (15.0%) 5 (12.5%) 9 (22.5%)

Immune response (151) 20 (13.2%) 19 (12.6%) 10 (6.6%) 35 (23.2%)

Lipid metabolism (53) 11 (20.8%) 9 (17.0%) 5 (9.4%) 18 (34.0%)

Total (364) 51 (14.0%) 63 (17.3%) 32 (8.8%) 110 (30.2%)
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homeostasis), for which Fst estimates were higher than
“neutral” at least for one SNP, was significant
(Table 4). The proportions of genes with high coeffi�
cient of gene differentiation were different among
pairs of races compared. For instance, Fst values for a
high fraction of genes regulating apoptosis, blood cir�
culation, and gas exchange, was higher in the
Negroid–Mongoloid pair than in comparisons of
Caucasoids with Negroids and Mongoloids. Accord�
ing to the authors, one of the explanations of this fact
may be local adaptation. Genes with local adaptation
are thought to be as follows: in comparison of
Negroids and Caucasoids, genes of immune response
(GRB2, IKBKB), apoptosis (ARHGEFI, RIPKI), and
lipid metabolism (PMVK); in comparison of Negroids
and Mongoloids, genes of immune response (GRB2),
apoptosis (BCL2LI), and lipid metabolism (PMVK); in
comparison of Caucasoids and Mongoloids, genes of
immune response and apoptosis (IL4, IL6) and genes
of blood coagulation (F2).

The above studies were mainly focused on SNPs
localized in coding gene regions. However, selection
can also act on regulatory regions of the genome. High
interethnic differences in allele frequencies in regula�
tory regions may determine specific profiles of gene
expression, which was conclusively shown by Spiel�
man et al. [35]. For instance, statistically significant
differences in the gene expression between Caucasoid
and Mongoloid populations were recorded for 26.1%
of genes examined (including 35 genes showing great�
est differences, p = 6.32 × 10–6–9.78 × 10–31). Genes
with maximum expression differences included
DPYSL2 (p = 9.78 × 10–31), UGT2B17 (p = 1.03 × 10–18),
FCER2 (p = 8.53 ×10–15) (for these genes, the expression
level was higher in Caucasoids); CTSS (p = 7.52 × 10–18),
SLC2A5 (p = 1.24 × 10–18), NFIL3 (p = 5.85 × 10–17),
DNAJB9 (p = 9.11 × 10–15) (higher in Mongoloids).
Based on the data on the expression of 1097 genes, all
individuals examined with practically 100% probabil�
ity clustered in two groups: “Mongoloids” and “Cau�

casoids.” The authors of the study demonstrated that
18–81% of the total variation in the gene expression
are explained by SNP frequencies in the populations
studied. For example, differences in the gene expres�
sion between the two groups compared for gene
UGT2B17 were recorded at р < 10.3 × 10–18; the fre�
quency of allele A at rs3100645, associated with higher
expression level, was 0.68 in Caucasoids and 0.15 in
Mongoloids [35].

Since the expression level is largely determined by
genetic characteristics of regulatory factors, investiga�
tion of SNPs in regulatory genome regions can also
shed light on understanding differences in disease sus�
ceptibility among populations. In this connection, it
seems interesting that population subdivision at SNPs
localized in coding regions is lower (Fst = 0.107) than
that at SNPs localized in introns (Fst = 0.118) and
other noncoding genome regions (Fst = 0.123), which
may reflect stronger selection on regulatory genome
parts. Wang et al. [29] showed that 35% of SNPs with
documented dselection signatures were localized at a
distance of at least 100 kb from known genes. At that,
the gene differentiation at individual SNPs can vary in
a wide range, as, for instance, was shown for polymor�
phic variants associated with common diseases
according to GWAS [33]. 

Identifying specific environmental factors that
determine genetic features of the gene pool structure in
particular populations is a more complicated task, but
such evidence has been accumulating (Table 5). In their
recent study, Hancock et al. [39] detected a number of
SNPs (predominantly those localized in genes and par�
ticularly nonsynonymous) that showed correlation with
environmental parameters, life style (subsistance), and
diet. The authors also presented explanations of the
associations of genetic markers with the environmental
parameters. For instance, for diet they found specific
SNPs in the genes involved in metabolism of starch and
sucrose (GAA, GBE1, GBA3), folate biosynthesis
(MTRR) for populations in which the diet was based on

Table 5. Genes under selection in human populations and putative selective factors

Gene (SNP) Putative selection factor Phenotype (disease, trait) Source

CYP3A5 (*1/*3) Climate (salt metabolism) Hypertension, preeclampsia [36]

AGT (M235T) The same Hypertension, preeclampsia [36]

LEPR (R109K) Climate (cold resistance) Impaired metabolism [37]

FABP2 (A54T) The same Impaired metabolism [37]

GNB3 (C825T) '' Arterial tension [38]

FADS2 (rs174570) Ecology Lipid metabolism [39]

TNXB (rs2269426) Diet (meat and dairy products) Number of eosinophils [39]

ZCNQ1 (rs2722425) Diet (tubers and root crops) Fasting glucose [39]

KCNQ1 (rs2237892) The same Type 2 diabetes mellitus [39]

MTRR (rs162036) '' Pholate metabolism [39]

IL 4 (haplotypes) Unknown pathogen Asthma [40]
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tubers and root crops; PLRP2 (hydrolyzes galactolipids,
the component of triglycerides in plants), if the diet was
based on cereals. A strict association of such ecological
parameter as “polar region” was established for SNPs
localized in genes whose products are involved in energy
metabolism (ME2, ME3). For a number of SNPs
associated with the ecological parameters and diet
characteristics examined, genome�wide association
studies showed highly significant association with
diseases or pathogenetic traits. For instance, rs17450
localized in gene FADS2, showed association with the
ecological region (humid tropics, p = 2.00 × 10–5)
and lipid metabolism parameters (p = 2.00 × 10–10–
4.00 × 10–13); rs2237892 in gene KCNQ1 showed asso�
ciaiton with diet features (cereals as the main diet com�
ponent, p = 1.49 × 10–4) and type 1 diabetes mellitus
(p = 1.70 × 10–42), etc. [39].

Fitness of individuals or populations is determined
by combination of genotypes at nonlinked loci rather
than by distinct genes (alleles) or blocks of linked genes.
Selection can act on pairs of nonlinked, but coevolving
in concert genes [41] or on combinations of genotypes
at several loci that are unfavorable for the populations.
Ultimately, selection is targeted at maintaining the opti�
mal genetic diversity of the population [5]. Irrespective
of the marker systems used, estimates of genetic differ�
entiation in human populations at a set of loci show sur�
prising stability and Fst values in them rarely exceed 0.15
[42, 43]. It is important that the effects of selection may
have different direction at different ontogenetic stages,
as was demonstrated for such integral parameter as indi�
vidual heterozygosity [44].

ONTOGENY OF CHRONIC HUMAN DISEASES

Although the role of natural selection in the evolu�
tion of organisms, including the formation of heredi�
tary predisposition to human chronic multifactorial
diseases, is generally accepted, logical extrapolation of
the evolutionary idea on possible significance of selec�
tive processes for tissues or cells in the pathogenesis of
these diseases is still not evident and remains under
dispute. Since this involves possibility of selection of
somatic cells carrying mutations during an individual
lifetime, the participation of this phenomenon in dis�
ease pathogenesis was termed disease ontogeny [45].
In any case, somatic mutations are random events,
but, as justly noted by the evolutionary biologist Ayala
in his comments on evolution and natural selection,
randomness is an essential part of the evolutionary
process [46]. 

In oncology, the mutation hypothesis of carcino�
genesis prevails, which states that all tumors are
mutant phenotypes. For instance, according to the
“two�hit” hypothesis of carcinogenesis by Knudson
(1971), the individual that inherited from one of his
parents a mutation (point mutation or microdeletion)
in a tumor�suppressor gene, during his lifetime
acquires an additional somatic mutation in the normal

allele of the same gene, which results in loss of het�
erozygosity (LOH) causing the complete absence of
the tumor�suppressor gene in the cell [47]. Two such
mutations may also arise in one locus of the cell
genome in individuals lacking germline mutations.
This mechanism underlies the formation of many
human tumors (retinoblastoma; lung, breast, bladder,
liver cancer; osteosarcoma; Wilms tumor; etc.). 

However, the mutation component of carcinoge�
neisis is not the sole mechanism of cancer develop�
ment. It was postulated that along with mutation, can�
cerogenesis additionally involves selection of mutant
cells in the corresponding tissues, thus presenting an
example of “Darwinian medicine” [45, 48]. These
theoretical views have been currently supported by
experimental evidence. Vineis and Berwick (2006)
presented data on selection of cells carrying premuta�
tions, while specific intratissue environmental factors
of selection were termed selectogenes [48].

Developing this view on carcinogenesis, Gottlieb
et al. [45] extended this hypothesis, applying their
original data on prostate cancer genetics to ontogeny
of other MFDs. These authors showed that prostate
tissue cells of cancer patients carry multiple variants of
the androgen receptor gene AR containing different
numbers of CAG repeats. However, a similar picture
was recorded in the prostate tissues of healthy individ�
uals, including those of a one�year�old child. Cells of
the healthy tissue exhibit intra�tissue genetic hetero�
geneity (ITGH) with minor and major variants. Since
the length of the CAG repeats is directly related to the
AR protein activity, the androgen levle in the gland tis�
sue (microenvironment) acts as a factor of selection of
cells carrying either minor, or major genetic variants.
The oncological phenotype is associated with the
major CAG repeat variant of the AR receptor gene.
The authors of this hypothesis suggest that minor vari�
ants in healthy tissues are subjected to selection when
intra�tissue and inter�tissue condictions change. Such
evolutionary events can be present in the ontogeny of
not only cancer but also other diseases (cardiovascular
diseases and diabetes).

Happle (1986) described the phenomenon of para�
dominant inheritance [49], which McKusick called
“an intriguing hypothesis” [50]. In essence, paradom�
inant inheritance is a combination of inherited genetic
alterations with somatic disturbance of the same
genes: mutations are transmitted over generations in
heterozygous state because their carriers lack pheno�
typic manifestations and the homozygous state is
lethal. The character is expressed only in case of LOH
in some somatic cells. The main distinction between
this LOH form and other forms, associated with dis�
eases, in particular, with malignant tumors, is that in
the former case, LOH occurs in early ontogeny (vari�
ation of postzygotic LOH), resulting in a new cell
clone, which, in its turn, produces a mosaic tissue
region. Recently, Limaye et al. [51] reported evidence
showing the inportance of local structural distur�
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bances (somatic mosaicism) that, along with combi�
nation of inherites same gene variants, cause many
vascular anomalies, appearing during vasculogenesis,
angiogenesis, and lymphoangiogenesis. The author of
the term “paradominant inheritance”, commenting
on this study, emphasized that this phenomenon
belongs to the category of non�Mendelian inheritance
and differs from other LOH cases in ontogeny of dis�
eases, for instance, retinoblastoma representing a clas�
sical variant of autosomal dominant inheritance [52].
Apparently, such LOH�associated diseases do not
need evolutionary hypotyheses to explain the mecha�
nisms of formation of the pathological phenotype. 

Mechanisms of ontogenetic development and dis�
ease ontogeny are determined not only by the
genome–phenome interaction, but also by the effects
of epigenetic inheritance. Epigenetic variation (CpG
dinucleotide methylation in DNA, histone covalent
modifications, activity of small regulatory and inter�
fering RNAs) in MFD pathogenesis has not been suf�
ficiently quantified, but some landmarks were deter�
mined. For instance, during ontogenesis, the loss of
epigenetic control of gene suppression in normal tis�
sues occur at a rate that is one or two orders of magni�
tude higher than the DNA somatic mutation rate [53].
It is thought that the rate of epimutaion exceed the
gene mutation rate by the same value (one to two
orders of magnitude) [54]. The contribution of meth�
ylated genes controlling development and morpho�
genesis (homeobox cluster genes) measured by the
odds ratio, varied from 3.6 to 43.3, which is substan�
tially higher than that observed for structural gene
variants [55].

Novel technological tools for analysis of genetic
and epigenetic variability open perspectives for
obtaining new information related to ontogeny of
chronic human diseases. These tools include massive
parallel sequencing [56] and massive evaluation of epi�
genetic information using microarray techniques,
which simulataneously analyze methylation state of
individual CpG sites of many genes [57].

CONCLUSIONS

Evolutionary knowledge in understanding the
human nature, regularities of health preservation and
pathogenesis build the foundation and form discussion
areas that must bring medical science and practice
closer to the impatiently awaited personalized medi�
cine and testing hereditary predisposition to diseases,
the unified theory of human diseases and their new
classification that does not coincide with the tradi�
tional nosological principle. Recall Huxley’s warning
that without the evolutionary approach and under�
standing human evolution, our picture of the world
would be false and our attemts to transform civiliza�
tion may fail [58]. 

Let us summarize our discussion of evolutionary
ontogenetic issues of human pathology in several
points. 

1. Modern genomic studies provided evolutionary
medicine with extensive information on the structure
of the human genome and the genomes of pathogens
causing infectiuos parasitory diseases. For MFD
genetics, the research results are still modest: accord�
ing to GWAS, about 800 SNPs assigned to susceptibil�
ity gene alleles were identified for 150 chronic diseases
and traits [59]. The total SNP proportion in the struc�
ture of hereditary component of MFD susceptibility
does not exceed 10–12%, i.e., the problem of “miss�
ing heritability” for this category of diseases is to be
solved. The advances in the development of the “�omic”
technologies and the evolutionary context of consider�
ing their results give hope to resolve these issues.

2. The widely clinically known enigmatic phenom�
enon of comorbidity (combination of several diseases
in one individual) is a consequence of genetic adapta�
tion of individuals and populations to changing envi�
ronments. However, not only combinations of differ�
ent diseases in individuals and their closest relatives
(syntropies), but exclusions of such “encounters”
(dystropies) are a natural phenomenon that has an
evolutionary basis. Our explanation of this phenome�
non from the viewpoint of genetics stated in the 1980s
[60] today corresponds to the modern concepts of dis�
easom [61] and network medicine, implying that
MFD pathogenetics involves replacement of hierar�
chic networks by self�organizing new networks [4, 62]. 

3. It was noted that the 1980s were characterized by
complete neglect of ontogenetic issues by the Modern
Synthesis [63]. However, exactly at that time, in 1986,
the “two�hit” model of carcinogenesis was confirmed
[47], according to which the disease develops in indi�
viduals who inherited the corresponding mutation
from one of the parents and acquired another one in
the same locus during the ontogeny. The mechanism
of disease development that was proven for cancer is
seen in other pathologies. Such phenomena as somatic
mosaicism, paradominant inheritance, loss of het�
erozygosity, and epigenetic variability have been
increasingly actively studied in pathogenetics of
chronic human diseases. Concurrent investigation of
inherited genetic events interacting with those
acquired in individual development seems particularly
important and promising.

4. Evolutionary studies of chronic human diseases
shed light on general regularities of their appearance
and development. However, the uniqueness of each
individual imparts significant modifications to the
clinical polymorphism, on which individual therapy,
prevention, and prognostics are based. In this sense,
the statement that “each disease has its own genetic
architecture that depends on the human evolutionary
history” is true. Medical science has only just began to
accumulate information on individual human
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genomes in the clinical context, which manifests the
beginning of new perspectives and exciting research.
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